
 

CoilPro 2000 EPI Coil Binding Machine
[CoilPro 2000 EPI]

 List Price: $2,495.00
 You Save: $696.00
 Your Price: $1,799.00

 
Prices and specifications are subject to change. Click the link
to view the latest information: CoilPro 2000 EPI Coil Binding Machine

The Coil Pro 2000 EPI has a heavy duty punch motor and built in electric coil inserter.  It
punches 25 sheets of paper (20 lbs) at a time and has a binding capacity of up to 7/8".

Features

Standard 4:1 pitch: 0.250 hole spacing.
Five disengageable pins allow for a clean and complete punching with standard paper sizes.
Punches round (4mm diameter) holes for coil insertion.
Side margin control provides an evenly centered punch for all document sizes.
Electric coil inserter is foot pedal operated - Allows the operator to use both hands for complete
control of insertion.
Reverse (Anti-Jam) function for trouble free punching.
The heavy-duty punch motor can punch lifts up to 25 sheets of paper (20 lbs).
The punching margin control allows the operator to set the correct punch margin depth for
each coil size.
The open punching throat and continuous punching guide allow the operator to easily align and
punch documents longer than the 13" capacity.
The U-shaped alignment channel aides in conforming the spine of larger diameter documents
to the coil's shape, which allows for faster and easier insertion.
Both punching and inserting are electric for operator comfort and productivity.
Full punch length is 13" (53 punch dies).
The binding capacity is up to 7/8".
Removable waste drawer.
One year warranty.
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Specifications

          Maximum Punch Capacity 25 20# sheets
Maximum Paper Size 13 inches
Construction Metal
Punch Type Electric
Disengageable Punch Pins 5
Adjustable Hole Depth Yes
Binds Books Up To 0.875 inches
Warranty 1 year
Power 120 V 60 Hz
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